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the estate

Giacomo Conterno began making wine in the early 20th century, a period that was very difficult for Piedmontese grape growers and winemakers
and therefore the family ran a restaurant business alongside their winery. Two generations on and today’s estate is run by Giacomo’s Grandson
Roberto, who resolutely sticks to the traditional practices of his predecessors and is rightfully lauded as one of the world’s finest producers of wine
- as far as I know the family have been able to give up working in the catering industry!
Giacomo was born in Argentina to Italian immigrants, who decided to return to the motherland a few years after he was born. His father Giovanni
started the business of a wine cellar and small restaurant, to which the whole family (Giacomo had a brother and sister) lent a hand, although
Giacomo was called up to fight in the First World War between 1915-1918 allowing him to dodge washing-up duty for a full three years. Following
his return to the family home in Le Coste, Giacomo oversaw a significant increase in wine production and the family began to sell their wine in cask
around Northern Italy and as far afield as the Americas thanks to an uncle that had stayed behind in Argentina when the rest of the clan returned
home. Giovanni and Giacomo discussed between themselves the potential for selling a high quality Barolo wine, despite the fact that this was a very
difficult period economically for the region. They decided to wait for the next great vintage before making a wine with prolonged maceration, to
imbue it with massive tannic structure and allow it to develop for many years, so in 1920 they bottled the first Monfortino Riserva and a legendary
source of fine wine was born.
In these early days of Azienda Giacomo Conterno, the business was effectively a negociant, buying in fruit from local growers and fashioning
Barolo wines in their cellars. Giacomo became an increasingly important - and popular - figure in the region, with an ever improving reputation
for producing fine wine. He was well known for imploring his grower friends to invest in concrete vats so that they could produce their own wine,
saying “you have to sell your grapes in ten days but you have a whole year to sell wine”. At the same time, Giacomo was considering the move
from selling some of his wine in bottle and most in cask, to bottling the majority of his production in bottle. Following the second world war, he
decided the time was right and although it is still possible to find old negociant bottlings of Monfortino the vast majority of post war bottlings were
done at the Conterno winery.
Giacomo retired in 1961 and passed control of the winery to his two sons, Giovanni and Aldo. By 1969 Aldo had decided that he wanted to do
things his own way and left to establish his own winery (which still thrives to this day), where he was to make excellent examples of traditional Barolo
without the strict marriage to his fathers methods that Giovanni was keen to employ. Despite Giovanni’s commitment to his father’s vinification
techniques, there was an area of the family set-up that was causing Giovanni some concern - access to high quality fruit. As was the case in
Burgundy at the time, the grape growers of Barolo were beginning to keep the best fruit for themselves and vinify an increasing amount of their
produce (as they were once advised by Giacomo!), leaving negociants like Giovanni having to pay high prices or going without fruit of the required
quality for Monfortino. In 1974 this led to Giovanni purchasing the Cascina Francia estate in Serralunga d’Alba, giving the family 14ha of prime
vineyard land in one of the best crus of Barolo. Since 1978 when the first wines from the new estate were produced, Conterno hasn’t needed to
supplement his production with fruit from other sources, making Cascina Francia cuvées in each vintage and the Monfortino bottling in years that
are deemed good enough. Having taken on the mantle of his legendary father and further established Giacomo Conterno as a beacon of quality
production in Barolo, Giovanni passed away in 2003, leaving his son Roberto to assume control and continue the practices of his father.
The key tenets of production at Conterno are well entrenched. The process starts with low yields of perfectly ripe fruit, the best fruit kept to one
side and destined to become Monfortino. The fruit is destemmed (although as is usually the way with Barolo, some of the fragile Nebbiolo stems
will remain) and then a prolonged maceration period ensues - often a month or more for Monfortino - before, during and after fermentation, with
the temperature controlled for the Cascina Francia bottling but left completely alone for Monfortino. The juice is then run off into large Slovenian
oak foudres, where it is left for at least 4 years (or at least 7 in the case of Monfortino). Once the wines are deemed ready, they are bottled without
fining or filtration.

the terroir
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The vineyards of Cascina Francia - the cru is officially known as Francia - are located in the deep south of the Serralunga d’Alba zone, near the
village of Roddino where the hills reach altitudes as high as 420 metres. It gets cold up here, as the picture top right goes to prove, and it is
only relatively recently that Nebbiolo has been the dominant variety planted, as previously it was Dolcetto, Barbera and Freisa that were in the
ascendency.
The terroir here is different to crus like Barolo or La Morra in the West of the DOCG, and the resulting wines show markedly different traits. Over
in the ‘Central Valley’ (where you find La Morra and Barolo), the soil is Tortonian and thus more sandy and richer in Manganese. While wines from
these zones tend to be silkier and more rounded in their youth, they sometimes lack the structure for long term ageing. Many of the modern Barolo
producers that have had so much success with barriques (Voerzio, Ceretto, Ratti, Scavino) are based in this part of the region.
On the other side of Castiglione Faletto we find the ‘Serralunga Valley’ (Faletto, Monforte and Serralunga), where the Helvetian soil is much richer
in calcerous marl, high in limestone content and full of iron. This all serves to enrich the wines with lots of acidity and tannin, making them difficult
to approach in their youth but capable of superb development with age.
The silky elegance that is so quickly identifiable in wines from the central valley may appear to be initially lacking in the Conterno wines, hidden
behind a wall of tannin and crisp, mineral acidity. The sometimes heightened levels of volatile acidity in Monfortino can further give the impression
of rusticity at an early age. Let us not forget though that these are wines that are bred for the long haul and it is only once the passage of time has
enabled the structure to soften and integrate into the wine, that the true complexity of Conterno’s Barolos is revealed.

